DPT 612 Neuromuscular System: Examination & Intervention I  
Johnson/Farrell  
Required:  
  Umphred  
  NEUROLOGICAL REHABILITATION 6TH Edition  
  978-03230-75862  
  Mosby/Elsevier

DPT 632 Musculoskeletal Examination & Intervention for the Spine  
Dr. Nee/Reisch  
Required:  
  David J. Magee  
  ORTHOPEDIC PHYSICAL ASSESSMENT, 6th Edition  
  978-1-4557-0977-9  
  Elsevier

DPT 653 Physiology and Pharmacology I  
Dr. Jobst  
Required:  
  Frownfelter & Dean  
  CARDIOVASCULAR AND PULMONARY PHYSICAL THERAPY EVIDENCE AND PRACTICE, 5TH Edition  
  978-0323-059138  
  Mosby Elsevier  
  AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SPORTS MEDICINE: GUIDELINES FOR EXERCISE TESTING AND PRESCRIPTION, 9TH Edition  
  978-16-0913-9551  
  Lippincott Williams & Wilkins

DPT 646 Amputation Rehabilitation  
PT Fac. (No text Req.)

DPT 685 Pediatric Neuromuscular System: Exam & Intervention  
Johnson  
Required:  
  Campbell & Palisano  
  PHYSICAL THERAPY FOR CHILDREN, 4nd Ed.  
  Elsavier , ISBN# 978-1416066262

FADavis.com Student Discount  
Receive 20% off your total purchase at FADavis.com and free freight! You may use the discount as many times as you’d like. All students have to do is go to the link below, choose their books, and checkout. When you get to the checkout page, enter the school code, below, and the balance is automatically calculated.
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**SPRING SEMESTER**

**DPT 613  Adult Neuromuscular Systems Examination & Intervention**
Dr. Farrell/PT Faculty
Required:
   Somers
   SPINAL CORD INJURY, 3rd Edition
   Pearson, ISBN# 0-1315-9866-9
   Umphred
   NEUROLOGICAL REHABILITATION 6TH Edition

**DPT 633  Musculoskeletal Exam and Intervention for the Extremities**
Dr. Nee (See DPT632 Fall List)

**DPT 653 Physiology and Pharmacology I**
Dr. Jobst (See DPT653 Fall List)

**DPT 670  Psychological Aspects of Illness & Disability**
Dr. Johnson (No text Req.)

**DPT 680  Geriatrics and Gerontology**
Dr. Farrell
Required:
   Guccione
   GERIATRIC PHYSICAL THERAPY, 3rd edition
   Elsevier ISBN# 978-0-323-02948-3

**DPT 694  Critically Appraised Topics**
Dr. Bush (No text Req.)